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Custom Flamed Gas Caps
These flamed gas caps fit 84-95 screw style 
bungs and are available as a set or individually.  
688243 Flame gas cap set, black and chrome
688244 Flame gas cap right hand vented black 

and chrome
688245 Flame gas cap left hand non-vented 

black and chrome

Custom Skull Gas Caps
These gas caps match many of the other cus-
tom skull design parts in the catalog. They 
come in chrome skull with black eyes or black 
skull with chrome eyes and fit 84-95 screw style 
bungs.   
688237 Skull gas cap set chrome
688238 Skull gas cap set black
688239 Skull gas cap right hand vented chro-

me
688240 Skull gas cap left hand non-vented 

chrome
688241 Skull gas cap right hand vented black
688242 Skull gas cap left hand non-vented 

black

Sight Gauge Kit
For those of you into vintage rides, you’ll 
remember the Sight Gauges installed on the 
outside of old oil & gas tanks. There was this 
clear tube that ran up & down, and you could 
see the fluid level…those old rides sure leaked 
oil, so you had to know when to add more! 
Well, we think that was a way cool accessory, 
and our buddy Kirk at Custom Design Studio 
has put together a kit with all the parts you 
need to install one on your retro build as well.  
The kit includes 2 weld-in 1/8” NPT bungs, 2 
ninety degree X 1/4” X 1/8” NPT fittings and 
an 8” length of transparent, fuel resistant 
urethane tubing. (Cut to length and use hose 
clamps of your choice to secure).  For use in 
custom show bike applications only, with weld-
ing of bungs into Gas/Oil tank required. Made 
in USA by Custom Design Studio.    
632915 Sight Gauge Kit

FBI Chin SpoilerFrontspoiler
Finish up your 99-11 Harley-Davidson Touring 
bike with a Chin Spoiler. Mounting bracket and 
rubber pads keep your frame like new.
641743 Chin Scoop for 96-08 FL, Unpainted
641744 Chin Scoop for 09-13 FL, Unpainted

FBI Chin spoilers fit with your stock (black or 
chrome) voltage regulator, works with Harley 
chrome regulator cover and with stock high-
way bars. This unit does not fit with Screamin' 
Eagle Oil Cooler or Kuryakyn voltage regulator 
covers
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